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Abstract

Using one month of the cloud-resolving Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric
Model (NICAM) simulations, we examined the impact of different definitions of clear-
sky flux on the determination of longwave cloud radiative forcing (CRF). Because the
satellite-like cloud-free composite preferentially samples drier conditions relative to the5

all-sky mean state, the conventional clear-sky flux calculation using the all-sky mean
state in the model may represent a more humid atmospheric state in comparison to the
cloud-free state. The drier bias is evident for the cloud-free composite in the NICAM
simulations, causing an overestimation of the longwave CRF by about 10% compared
to the NICAM simulated longwave CRF. Overall, water vapor contributions of up to10

10% of the total longwave CRF should be added to make the NICAM-generated cloud
forcing comparable to the satellite measurements.

1 Introduction

With the advent of satellite measurements, such as the Earth Radiation Budget Ex-
periment (ERBE; Barkstrom et al., 1989) and Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy15

System (CERES; Wielicki et al., 1996), the influence of clouds on radiation (so-called
cloud radiative forcing – CRF) has been quantified. In this satellite approach, the CRF
is determined by subtracting the composite of clear-sky radiation flux (i.e., cloud-free
flux) from the all-sky measured flux (e.g., Ramanathan et al., 1989). The geograph-
ical distribution and temporal variability of satellite-measured CRF have been widely20

used for evaluating the performance of climate models and for understanding physical
processes associated with clouds.

While it is important for models to reproduce the climatological distributions of the
observed clear-sky radiation flux and associated cloud radiative forcing, caution should
be taken because model-determined CRF may not be comparable to satellite estimates25
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(Sohn and Robertson, 1993; Slingo et al., 1998; Allan and Ringer, 2003; Roca et al.,
2005). These incompatible behaviors occur because, in the satellite approach, only
clear-sky scenes are taken to calculate the clear-sky flux (i.e., cloud-free flux) while a
modeling approach generally uses atmospheric conditions derived from model outputs
representing the all-sky atmospheric state and assuming zero cloud cover. Because5

clouds form only over thermodynamically and dynamically favorable conditions, such
as moisture convergences, atmospheric conditions used for the clear-sky composite
in the satellite approach should not be same as those used for the model calculations
of clear-sky flux. Because of the different definitions of clear-sky flux employed by
the satellite and modeling approaches, the CRFs are not necessarily the same even10

if satellite-estimated clear-sky flux and all-sky flux are exactly the same as those from
the model.

These differences hold particularly true for longwave CRF over convectively active
regions. It has been noted that the magnitudes of clear-sky flux difference (and thus
CRF difference) can be as large as 15 W m−2 over convectively active tropical areas,15

which is mainly due to the upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) difference between clear-
sky and all-sky atmospheres (Sohn et al., 2006; Sohn and Bennartz, 2008). These
results are consistent with previous findings suggesting that a sampling bias in satellite-
based clear-sky measurements toward drier and more stable atmospheric conditions
can cause about a 15 W m−2 difference over warm oceanic regions (Allan and Ringer,20

2003).
A sampling similar to the one used for the satellite approach is desirable but has not

been possible due to the crude spatial and temporal resolutions in the normal climate
models. However, the recent development of a new global climate model, the cloud-
resolving Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmospheric Model (NICAM; Tomita and Satoh,25

2004; Satoh et al., 2008), provides an opportunity to examine how cloud forcing is
influenced by different definitions of the clear-sky flux in a global context. The model
produces outputs in 1.5 h intervals (16 times per day) with a 7 km spatial resolution,
allowing it not only to mimic the sampling adopted by a satellite approach, but also to
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cover diurnal variations. Using the NICAM simulations, we examine how satellite-based
longwave CRF should be systematically different from model-generated longwave CRF.

2 Methodology and NICAM simulation outputs

In the satellite approach, only cloud-free pixels are taken to construct a clear-sky com-
posite field. Conceptually different from the satellite approach, the modeling approach5

normally calculates clear-sky longwave fluxes diagnostically using the mean atmo-
spheric state and setting the cloud amount to zero, even though the cloud amount
is generally not zero. Because NICAM produces high resolution outputs with spatial
and temporal resolutions that are comparable to those of geostationary satellites, it is
possible to calculate the clear-sky flux by using only the cloud-free grids to mimic a10

satellite approach. The clear-sky flux obtained in this manner is referred to as “cloud-
free” flux, differentiating it from the conventional model-based “clear-sky” flux, which
is based on a radiative-transfer calculation with all-sky atmospheric conditions and an
assumption of zero cloud cover.

In this study, we use one month (15 December 2006–15 January 2007) of NICAM15

global simulations with a spatial resolution of about 7 km. Details of these simulations
are found in Miura et al. (2007). In the NICAM simulations, profile data, such as tem-
perature, water vapor, and wind are stored every six hours as instantaneous values in
the original icosahedral grid data, and they are converted into equal latitude-longitude
grid format (a total of 5120×2560 grid points over the globe). Non-profile data, such as20

cloud amount, outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), and total precipitable water (TPW),
are stored every 90 min, and they represent meteorological conditions in the 90 min-
utes prior to the stored time. Using the NICAM simulations, we examine how water
vapor fields corresponding to clear-sky flux and cloud-free flux are different and we
investigate how those differences force OLR changes at the top of the atmosphere25

(TOA).
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Comparisons are made at intervals of 1×1◦ latitude-longitude grid, with each cell
containing about 200 grid points of 7 km resolution data. Constructing the cloud-
free OLR and associated humidity profiles, cloud-free points are determined using the
model-generated cloud amount present at the original grid-point level. Cloudy grids
are defined by using 0.005 g kg−1 as a critical value of total condensate mixing ratio5

(Miura et al., 2005). Once the cloud-free points are determined from the six-hourly
data, cloud-free OLR fluxes and water vapor profiles are constructed by taking their
averages within a 1×1◦ grid box. Because cloud-free and clear-sky fluxes and their
associated water vapor profiles are obtained at each time step, monthly means for a
1×1◦ grid box are calculated by taking the averages of the values of all the stored time10

steps over the one month period.

3 Dry bias of cloud-free atmosphere in comparison to all-sky atmosphere

Using the methodology described in Sect. 2, all-sky TPW, cloud-free TPW, all-sky UTH,
and cloud-free UTH are calculated. In Fig. 1, one month (15 December 2006–15 Jan-
uary 2007) of values for mean all-sky TPW, difference between cloud-free TPW and15

all-sky TPW (henceforth referred to as ∆TPWf), all-sky UTH, and difference between
cloud-free UTH and all-sky UTH (henceforth referred to as ∆UTHf) are presented. Here
UTH represents the mean relative humidity over the 200–500 hPa layer.

The geographic distributions of all-sky TPW and ∆TPWf are shown in Fig. 1a and b,
respectively. The difference (∆TPWf) map shows a general dry bias (negative values)20

of the TPW from a cloud-free sky. Drier biases larger than 5 kg m−2 are found over
convectively active regions in the tropics and over mid-latitude storm tracks. In contrast,
in subtropical subsidence areas dry bias is much smaller and the difference even turns
to a moist bias (positive values) in some areas, such as the oceanic regions off the
west coasts of South Africa, Australia, and California. Such positive biases over the25

cold ocean regions may be due to the preferred sampling of dry atmospheres (driven by
large-scale subsidence) in the event that marine stratocumulus clouds are present. The
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general dry bias shown in the clear-sky atmosphere is also consistent with a satellite
observation study by Sohn and Bennartz (2008) that found drier biases of up to 3–
5 kg m−2 over tropical convection areas, as well as in the mid-latitude storm tracks.

Because the mid-latitude storm tracks show smaller TPW (Fig. 1a), the dry bias of
3–5 kg m−2 corresponds to 30–50% of TPW bias. The larger dry bias shown in the5

mid-latitude storm tracks is likely associated with sampling of cloud-free areas. The
cold and dry air mass associated with a frontal passage often follows the relatively
warmer and cloudy atmosphere, in particular during winter, causing large ∆TPWf. In
the tropics, however, where air mass is relatively homogeneous, the difference ratio
seems to be smaller.10

Corresponding UTH distributions of all-sky atmosphere and ∆UTHf are shown in
Fig. 1c–d. In comparison to the TPW distribution showing a gradual decrease with lat-
itude, the UTH shows a strong contrast between tropical convective regions and sub-
tropical subsidence areas. Highest UTH values are found in the western Pacific warm
pool region, ITCZ, SPCZ, and rain forest areas over central Africa and South America,15

which are flanked by dry upper tropospheric layers in the subtropics. These contrasting
patterns between high UTH over the convectively active region and low UTH over the
subtropical subsidence region demonstrate well-known large-scale circulation features
over the tropics, namely, the Hadley-type and Walker-type circulations.

The ∆UTHf over tropical convective areas shows a dry bias greater than 20% in20

terms of precipitable water (PW), which is much larger than the maximum TPW frac-
tional bias up to 10%. Despite smaller differences in UTH of up to +5%, moist biases of
UTH in cloud-free areas are found over subtropical subsidence regions where the dri-
est upper troposphere is located. In comparison to TPW, the stronger contrast of UTH
bias between tropical convective regions and subtropical subsidence regions suggests25

that, in addition to the geographic distributions of UTH, differences between all-sky and
cloud-free atmospheres are closely related to large-scale circulation over the tropics.
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4 Clear-sky flux influenced by the dry bias

Because the CRF is determined by subtracting all-sky OLR from clear-sky OLR for the
model (or cloud-free OLR for the satellite), the satellite-driven CRF effectively includes
the longwave flux contributed by water vapor changes correlated with cloud presence.
However, the model-generated CRF does not include the water vapor contribution cor-5

related with cloud development. Here we quantify how much the clear-sky flux is from
a cloud-free atmospheric condition versus an all-sky atmospheric condition.

Beside water vapor difference between cloud-free atmosphere and all-sky atmo-
sphere, the lapse-rate difference may be another important parameter of influencing
the clear-sky flux difference. However, changes in the lapse rate (here roughly de-10

fined as a mean temperature difference between two layers, i.e., surface−500 hPa
and 500 hPa−200 hPa layers) from the cloud-free atmospheric conditions to the all-
sky conditions is smaller than 0.5 K in absolute magnitude over the most of ocean
regions (Fig. 2). Furthermore no particular patterns are noted in the difference, com-
pared to the water vapor difference in Fig. 1. Mid-latitude storm tracks, however, are15

the areas showing differences up to 2 K. Because of relatively small differences found
over most of tropical oceans, we consider the impact of temperature difference on the
clear-sky flux to be insignificant, and thus we interpret the OLR changes only in term
of water vapor difference.

The clear-sky flux is determined from the atmospheric profiles at each radiation-time20

step (here every 5 min) by assuming zero cloud cover for the radiative transfer cal-
culation and thus should represent all-sky atmospheric conditions except for clouds.
This clear-sky flux is shown in Fig. 3a, and the difference between the cloud-free flux
and the clear-sky flux (henceforth referred to as ∆OLRf) is shown in Fig. 3b. As ex-
pected, due to the dry bias of the cloud-free atmosphere, the cloud-free flux results in25

more longwave emission over most of the oceans. Over the convectively active tropi-
cal areas, the difference is found to be larger than 7 W m−2, with a maximum of up to
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10 W m−2 over the ITCZ in the equatorial Pacific, SPCZ, South African, and Amazonian
rain forest areas.

In order to assess the degree of cloud forcing that can be attributed to the water
vapor change associated with cloud development, a scatterplot of the NICAM model-
generated CRF versus the ∆OLRf is shown (Fig. 4). For simplicity, we plot the rela-5

tionship only over oceans within 30◦ N–30◦ S latitudes. The NICAM model simulations
indicate that the water vapor effect on CRF tends to increase linearly with the increase
of total CRF, and its contribution is about 10% of the total CRF. In other words, if NICAM
simulations are perfect and thus representative of the real atmosphere, satellite-derived
CRF should be larger than model-generated CRF by about 10% because of the water10

vapor contribution added to satellite-estimated CRF.
In fact, observations indicate that CRF biases are likely larger than 10% of the to-

tal. Sohn et al. (2006) estimated the UTH bias of cloud-free atmosphere by combining
the UTH from Special Sensor Microwave Temperature-2 Profiler brightness tempera-
ture with International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) cloud data. It was15

shown that up to 12 W m−2, or about 15% of the satellite-derived longwave CRF in trop-
ical regions, can be attributed to the UTH changes associated with cloud development.
Considering that PW bias in the lower boundary layer is positively correlated with UTH
bias, the resultant bias influence on the CRF is likely larger than the 15% of the total
CRF. In summary, NICAM seems to underestimate the dry bias of the cloud-free atmo-20

sphere compared to what is expected from satellite measurements. Even so, it clearly
demonstrates that there is an intrinsic conceptual difference between satellite-derived
CRF and model-generated CRF and that the difference can be substantial.
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5 Summary

The effect of using different definitions for clear-sky flux to calculate the longwave
flux difference at the TOA, and thus CRF, was quantitatively examined. Using cloud-
resolving NICAM global simulations from 15 December 2006–15 January 2007, two
different clear-sky definitions (a cloud-free composite method versus a conventional5

clear-sky flux calculation method) were compared, and their impact on the determina-
tion of cloud forcing was examined.

Notably, water vapor distributions from the cloud-free composite (equivalent to the
satellite method) showed consistent dry bias, except over cold ocean areas, when
compared to the all-sky conditions used for the clear-sky flux calculation in the model.10

As expected, OLR fluxes taken from the cloud-free area were always higher than the
clear-sky fluxes derived from all-sky conditions. Differences larger than 5 W m−2 were
found in most of the convectively active regions over the tropics and mid-latitude storm
tracks. Because the CRF is determined by subtracting the measured total OLR from
the clear-sky OLR, the longwave flux forced by water vapor changes correlated with15

cloud development is effectively included in the CRF when cloud-free flux is used. The
CRF bias from the use of cloud-free flux amounts to about 10% of the total CRF.

Unlike previous researches which found cloud forcing calculations had little depen-
dence on the chosen clear-sky determination method (e.g., Cess et al., 1992), this
study suggests that the satellite-derived clear-sky flux, and thus CRF, can be signif-20

icantly different from model estimates, due to different definitions of clear-sky flux.
Furthermore, these results suggest that the near cancellation between longwave and
shortwave cloud radiative forcing found in satellite measurements (e.g., Hartmann et
al., 1992; Kiehl, 1994) should not be same in model simulations if CRF is determined
by using the conventional clear-sky approach.25
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Fig. 1. Geographic distributions of one-month (15 December 2006–15 January 2007) means of
(a) TPW, (b) difference between cloud-free TPW and all-sky TPW, (c) UTH, and (d) difference
between cloud-free UTH and all-sky UTH.
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Fig. 2. Geographic distributions of one-month (15 December 2006–15 January 2007) means
of (a) lapse rate and (b) lapse rate difference between cloud-free OLR and clear-sky OLR.
The lapse rate is defined as the mean temperature difference between two layers (surface to
500 hPa layer, and 500 hPa to 200 hPa layer).
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Fig. 3. Geographic distributions of one-month (15 December 2006–15 January 2007) means
of (a) clear-sky OLR and (b) difference between cloud-free OLR and clear-sky OLR.
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Fig. 4. Scatterplot of simulated longwave cloud radiative forcing and water vapor contribution
to the longwave CRF.
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